
Fundamental approach to suppliers

Honda strives to realize a sustainable society with consideration for the environment, safety,
human rights, compliance and social responsibility, along with all the suppliers.
To develop long-term, mutually benficial relationships aimed at achieving these goals, Honda's
purchasing division takes care to provide equal opportunity to any supplier who seeks to do
business with us. We choose suppliers via fair processes, while respecting their independence.
Seeking to foster the trust of our suppliers worldwide, we adhere to all prevailing laws and
regulations while securing free competition, respecting the independence of suppliers in
accordance with our three purchasing principles.

Seeking to foster the trust of our business partners worldwide, we maintain fairness in our
relationships by respecting all prevailing laws and regulations while securing free competition,
treating all suppliers as equals and respecting the independence of suppliers in accordance with
our three purchasing principles.

Purchasing guidelines and the three purchasing principles

Our purchasing guidelines

Our objective: To foster long-term relationships through the timely procurement of high-quality
goods at reasonable prices.

Our three purchasing principles

1. Procurement based on free competition

· Through free competition, we will build greater global competitiveness.
· We will open our doors to all suppliers around the world.
· We will seek to realize stable procurement of quality goods in the right volumes, at the right
times, and at the right prices.

2. Equal treatment of all suppliers

· We will treat all suppliers as equals, regardless of their size.

3. Respect for the independence of suppliers

· We will respect the independence, policies, technology, and expertise of our suppliers.
· We expect suppliers to compete vigorously and choose their own business path.

Providing good products to our customers with speed, affordability, and
low CO2 emissions

Honda has adopted "Best possible QCDDE*: Sensing worldwide, acting worldwide, creating
worldwide" as the 2020 Vision for purchasing operations. We are communicating closely with
business partners around the world to implement this policy in order to achieve our goal of
providing customers with good products that maximize the joy of customers with speed,
affordability and low CO2 emissions.

*QCDDE: Quality, Cost, Delivery, Development, and Environment
We choose suppliers via fair processes. We select optimal suppliers for parts and raw materials
from multiple candidates based on an evaluation of such factors as technical capability; quality,
cost, and delivery (QCD); financial position; and compliance, environmental conservation, and
information security initiatives.

Bringing CSR to suppliers

Our Supplier CSR Guidelines, based on the Honda Philosophy, clearly define our standards in areas
such as safety, quality, legal compliance, environmental protection, human rights, and labor.
These guideilnes are shared with all parts and materials suppliers to encourage them to undertake
active CSR programs based on a shared understanding of their significance. At the same time, we
issued a CSR Checklist for suppliers to use in the in-house application of their initiatives as well as
in their secondary application to upstream suppliers.

Furthermore, we issued a revised guideline in 2013 adding our standards on conflict minerals*.

*Conflict materials: Minerals that originated in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or adjoining
countries which are thought to be contributing to the funding of armed groups or to the abuse of
human rights in that region.
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Enhancing partnerships

We maintain close communication with all
suppliers around the world.

Human rights and environmental
considerations

We are involved in a range of initiatives based
on the Honda Philosophy that seek to ensure
that the autonomy and human rights of all
employees and business partners are
respected. We are also striving to reduce
environmental impacts throughout the supply
chain.

Strengthening compliance with
purchasing policies

We strive to enhance compliance through
associate training and aggressive observance
of all applicable laws and regulations.

Supply chain risk management

Viewing all phemonemena that can impact
production (natural disasters, fires, labor
problems, financial issues, etc.) as a risk, we
perform inspections and utilize various other
strategies on an ongoing basis to reduce such
risks and minimize their impact on our supply
chain.
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With global transactions increasing and purchasing activities
becoming more diversified in the business environment, Honda
makes an effort to build constructive partnerships with its
suppliers by holding various conferences and meetings, aimed at
sharing Honda's business directions and purchasing policies. At
one such meeting in January 2014 attended by the top
management of 324 suppliers, President Takanobu Ito outlined
Honda's companywide policies, and Naoto Matsui, Chief
Operating Officer of Purchasing Operations, discussed the
company's purchasing policies.
Honda also presented letters of appreciation in recognition of its
gratitude to suppliers who made outstanding contributions to
the company's business throughout the year in the respective
areas of cost, quality, development, parts, and environmental.
The event provided an opportunity for Honda and its suppliers
to strengthen their partnership and reaffirm their understanding
of the need to work together closely to achieve Honda's mid-
term business objectives starting in April 2014.

President and CEO Tsuneo Tanai of

Keihin Corporation (right) accepts

cost, development, and

environmental awards from Honda

President Takanobu Ito.

Holding Suppliers Conference
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Initiatives regarding the issue of conflict minerals

Honda has been making a survey of suppliers about usage situation of conflict materials.
We take appropriate measures in cooperation with our business partners concerning conflict
materials.
Honda seeks the cooperation of its business partners in this regard, asking them to make the same
level of effort regarding the issue of conflict minerals.
Please see page 78 about Honda's efforts of conflict materials.
 

Procuring environmentally responsible materials and parts

Striving to build a low-carbon global supply chain

Honda is committed to various environmental activities aimed at realizing business activities all
over the world for promoting symbiosis and co-prosperity with local communities in order to further
evolve QCDDE exceeding customers' expectations.
In accordance with this mission, we share the Honda Green Purchasing Guidelines with suppliers
worldwide, in an effort to realize low-carbon societies by monitoring and reducing environmental
impacts across our global supply chain. To realize this low-carbon global supply chain, we have
created an Environmental Grand Design, for which we are taking the following three steps with
suppliers:

Meanwhile, to comply with the laws and regulations in each country on the use of hazardous
chemical substances, we have published our own standards on chemical substancemanagement in
Honda products and ask all parts suppliers to abide by them.
 

Measures concerning Pickup Transportation

Honda procures many of the parts that make up its products from suppliers.
Previously, suppliers transported parts and delivered them to each Honda production facility, but
Honda has initiated pickup transportation to increase transport efficiency by handling
transportation itself and picking up the parts from suppliers nationwide.

1. Disseminating Honda's environmental initiatives

2. Promoting the preparation to manage greenhousegas emissions reduction

3. Reducing greenhousegas emissions
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To ensure every associate involved in Honda's purchasing
operations engages in purchasing that is fair, honest, and in
keeping with Honda's three purchasing principles, Honda has
prepared training and reference manuals that detail standards of
purchasing staff behavior and explain applicable laws and
regulations. In addition, to maintain strict compliance with anti-
trust laws, Japan's Act Against Delay in Payment of Subcontract
Proceeds, and other laws of special relevance to purchasing,
newly hired associates receive special training during
orientation, and Honda associates review these important topics
at periodic seminars. In FY2014, we prepared an additional
manual and held a seminar to explain to all members of relevant
divisions specific content in the Act on Special Measures for
Addition of Consumption Tax, brought into force in 2013, and
the METI Guidelines on Proper Trade in the Automotive Industry,
revised in 2014, they need to consider in Honda purchasing
activities. Additionally, the standards of purchasing staff
behavior as well as associated manuals are available on the
corporate intranet to facilitate easy access by associates at
any time.

Standards of Purchasing Staff

Behavior published on the intranet

Instruction and training for associates

Taking an aggressive approach to ensuring legal compliance by suppliers

The basic agreements covering part transactions into which Honda enters with suppliers ensure
legal compliance by prohibiting suppliers from infringing on third parties' intellectual property rights
through their parts or manufacturing methods, and by including provisions that require suppliers to:
give due consideration to safety, disaster prevention, environmental conservation, and resource
protection in their operations, comply with anti-trust laws and all other applicable laws and
regulations, and cooperate with audits conducted in accordance with these laws. In addition,
Honda and its suppliers mutually pledge to eradicate organized crime.
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Reducing supply chain risk and minimizing impacts

We strive to reduce supply risk, so that we can continue to provide good products to our
customers with speed, affordability, and low CO2 emissions at all times.
We view all phenomena that can impact production (natural disasters, fires, labor problems,
financial issues, etc.) as a risk, and define all parts that are either produced at one plant or whose
components or raw materials are over dependent on production at one facility as a mission-critical
part. We perform inspections and utilize various other strategies continually around the world to
reduce supply risk and minimize its impact.
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